
Dear Howard, 	 5/25/75 What you did with thw Rockefeller Com. panel through the Archives is a first- rate job. I've been hoping to respond to the mailing of which it was part but have not been able to.It is not because of the illness. I'm over that. The illness itsellf lasted only a hort while. My physical strngth is close to what it was I've had to do too many things, some new and time-consuming. 
I had to go elso a second press conference to keep it from being worse than it was (both successful in this), the one in whihh Lane and Bud announced their alliance. That was the day after a court appearance in the new spectro suit. In turn that was followed by a Congressional meeting that holds some promise. That night I had to saty up and draft a long, hard, fighting affidavit I decided had to be filed as fast as possible. The next morning, before going back to DC for the lone promotion, I had to draft a long expinnaOlOn of the reasoning for Jim (he agreed). And that is how it went. 
Now the meeting with these representatives of essentially conservative 6ongressmen went rather well. The AA and his assistant of one came up yesterday, 5-6 hours instedd of the planned 1-2. Today someone from London, the 64ndaY Times, early. With a]3 the other things, I can't do much. Not even keep the grass moved. And there are many other things. 
But the short time those characters were at the Archives and the length of time they could have devoted to evidence if they made no records is significant and if I get a chance - as I'll seek - it can be helpful. 
If any paper will give me the opportunity, I'll use on Belin 

have not talked about. That and the misdirection of the 'TM stuff study ought be enough if there is any interest. 
If I get:a chance to add more bbfere the mail goes out after It was a great approach. Thanks for the copy. Best, 

what the others 
and this fake 

the holiday I will. 
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